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Let A@, k) be the number of k-long cycles generated by binary shift registers 
of span n > 2. It is shown that A@, k) is odd if and only if k = *[2n+l f  3 + 
(- l)“]. A recursive construction of complete self-dual, self-reversing cycles of 
these lengths is presented. 
1. INTR~DUC~ON 
Let Vn denote the space of n-tuples x = (x1 ,..., x,) with entries in 
GF(2), the field with two elements. For our purposes, a Feedback Shift 
Register (FSR) of span n will be a function F: V” + Vn of the form 
where f: P-l -+ GF(2) is a function. (Note that we consider only the 
nonsingular shift registers.) 
For an FSR of span n and any x E V”, the sequence 
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given by x,+~ = xt + f(~~+~ ,..., x,+& for t > 0 is periodic. Let xi ,..., X~ 
be the least period of {xi). If (yl ,..., yrz) E I’“, we say that (y, ,..., yB) is 
equivalent to (x1 ,..., xk) if xi = yi+P for some p and ail i, where the 
subscripts are taken mod k. [x1 ,..., x,], the equivalence class of 
(Xl ,--., x,J, is called a cycle of Iength k associated with I;. To simplify 
notation later, we shall call [x1 ,..., xlc] an (n, k)-cycle. In studying the 
frequency of cycle lengths, the number A(n, k) of (n, k)-cycles (where 
a cycle is counted once for each FSR of span n which produces it) arises, 
and an examination of the A(n, k) for small n reveals that A(n, k) is odd 
for exactly two values of k for each n. In this note we shall prove 
THEOREM 1. For n 3 2, A(n, k) is odd if and only if 
k = &[2”+l f 3 + (-l)“]. 
After establishing some definitions and notations, we shall develop 
a proof of Theorem 1 by several propositions. For a detailed treatment 
of the mapping D below, the reader is referred to [2]; [l] is an excellent 
general reference for shift register sequences; and a general treatment of 
the notion of dual and reverse is given in [3]. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
If x = [Xl )...) xk] is an (n, k)-cycle, an m-pattern in X is any m-tuple 
of the form (xi, xi,1 ,..., xi+,& ( we shall always take subscripts mod 
the cycle length). X is said to be complete if it contains each member of 
P-l as a pattern. The weight of X is the number of l’s in (x1 ,..., x,J. 
The dual, x, of X is the cycle [x1 + 1, x2 + l,..., xk + 11, and the reverse, 
XR, of X is the cycle [xlc , x~-~ ,..., xl]. X is self-dual (self-reversing) if 
8 = X(XR = X). It is easy to see that a complete (n, k)-cycle is given 
by exactly one FSR, while a noncomplete cycle is given by an even 
number of FSR’s. Rutting this together with that fact that “dual” and 
“reverse” are involutions we get 
PROPOSITION 1. The parity of A(n, k) is the same as the parity of the 
number of 
(a) compZete (n, k)-cycles; 
(b) complete, self-dual (n, k)-cycles; and 
(c) complete, self-dual, self-reversing (n, k)-cycles. 
Our main tool will be the following fact due to A. Lempel [2]. 
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PROPOSITION 2 [Lempel]. There is a one-to-one correspondence D 
from the self-dual (n, 2k)-cycles to the (n - 1, k)-cycles of odd weight 
given by D[x, ,..., xzlc] = [x1 + x2 ,..., xle + x~+J and D-l[x, , xz ,..., xk] = 
[O, x1 , Xl + x.2 I..., ci”=;’ xi , 1, x1 + I,..., cc;:; Xi) + 1-J. 
PROPOSITION 3. rf X is a complete, self-dual cycle, then D(X) is com- 
plete; if X is a complete cycle of odd weight, then D-l(X) is complete. 
Proof The (n - 2)-pattern (sl ,..., s,-.J is the D image of the (n - l)- 
pattern 
(0, Sl , Sl + S2Y~~,Sl + 82 + .** + s,-3. 
The (n - I)-pattern (0, c1 ,..., c,-3 is the D-l image of (cl, c1 + c2 ,..., 
c,-~ + c,-~), and we need only consider patterns that begin with zero by 
duality. 
PROWSITION 4. If C = [cl ,..., c,,] is self-dual and self-reversing, then 
DCc, ,..., I+,] is self-reversing; if S = [s 1 ,..., s,] is self-reversing and of 
odd weight, then D-l[s, ,..., s,] is self-reversing. 
Proof Let D[c, ,..., czp] = [sl ,..., s,]. If [cr ,..., cz,] is self-reversing, 
there is a number k such that ci+k = c2P--i+l for all i. Then 
'%+(k-1) = Ci+k-1 + Ciik = cZ~--i+2 + c29--i+l 
= cs--i+2 + czei+l = ss-i+l P 
where the third equality comes from the fact that C is self-dual, so that 
cj+p = 1 + c5 for all j. Thus S is self-reversing. 
If S is self-reversing, we have &+k = s,-~+~ for some k. Therefore 
%k + %k+l = c,-i+l t cl&+2 = C2a-i+1 f c2p4.2 f (1) 
Since c~+~ = 1 + cl , either cl+K = CD+1 or cl+, = c1 . If Cl+, = Cpfl , 
the first equality in (1) together with induction shows that cifk = c,-~+~ 
for all i. Setting i = j - p + 1 gives c~+(~-~+~) = cZP-j+l so that C is 
self-reversing. If cl+lc = c1 , the extreme equality in (1) and induction 
show that c. e+k = c29-$+2 for all i. Setting i = j + 1 gives cj+(k+l) = cZP-j+1 
so C is self-reversing. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let C = [cl ,..., c~~+~] be a complete self-dual self- 
reversing (n, 4k + 2)-cycle, and let q be the length of the longest pattern 
of all zeros in C. Then q is odd. (Note that q = n or n - 1.) 
Proof. Suppose that q = 2p, and let (s 1 ,..., &&+2) be the representative 
of C which has the q-zero pattern beginning at s.&,&, . Since C is self- 
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reversing and a cycle of an FSR of span n is determined by any of its 
n-patterns, we have that .s~~+~-~ = s~~+%+~ for i = O,..., 2k, which implies 
that C has even weight. But a self-dual cycle of length 4k + 2 has weight 
2k + 1, a contradiction. Thus q is odd, 
PROPOSITION 6. A(n, 4k) is odd if and only ifk is odd and A(n - 1,2k) 
is odd (n > 2). 
Proof. Suppose that A(n, 4k) is odd. Then by Propositions 1, 2 and 3, 
the set X of complete (n - 1,2k)-cycles of odd weight has odd cardinality. 
Since 2k is even, taking duals shows that X contains an odd number of 
complete self-dual cycles. Since the weight of a self-dual cycle of length 
2k is k, k is odd, X contains all the complete self-dual (n - 1,2k)-cycles, 
and A(n - 1,2k) is odd by Proposition 1. 
If k and A(n - 1,2k) are odd, then the complete self-dual (n - 1,2k)- 
cycles all have odd weight. Thus the number of complete (n - 1,2k)- 
cycles of odd weight is odd by Proposition 1. Thus the number of complete 
self-dual (n, 4k)-cycles is odd by Propositions 2 and 3, and A(n, 4k) is 
odd by Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 7. A(n, 4k) E A(n, 4k + 2(- l)“+l) mod 2 (n > 2). 
Proof. Notice that the complete, self-dual, self-reversing cycles from 
an FSR of span n occur in pairs: if the n-long pattern of zeros occurs, so 
does the n-long pattern of ones, so we get a cycle of length two smaller 
by deleting a zero and one from these patterns. If the n-pattern of zeros 
does not occur, we increase the length by adding a zero and one to the 
appropriate patterns. The proposition follows from Propositions 1 and 5. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We proceed by induction on n. The theorem is 
easily verified when n = 2 and 3. We first observe that A(n + 1, k) can 
be odd only if k is even by Proposition l(b). If n is even, A(n, k) is odd 
only when k = $[2”+l f 3 + I], of which only 9[2”+l - 21 is of the 
form 2p, p odd. By Proposition 6, the only number of the form 4p for 
which A(n + 1,4p) is odd is f[2 n+i - 21. By Proposition 7 then, 
A(n + 1, k) is odd only if k = Gj[2”+l - 21 or 3[2”+’ - 21 + 2. A similar 
argument holds when n is odd. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLETE, SELF-DUAL SELF-REVERSING CYCLES 
Using the mapping D-l, we indicate a recursive construction of some 
complete, self-dual, self-reversing (n, *(2m+1 + 3 + (- l)“)>cycles. We 
start with the (2, 2)-cycle [0, 11. Applying D-l gives the (3,4)-cycle 
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[0, 1, 1, 01, which is complete, self-dual and self-reversing. We add a one 
to the (1, I)-pattern to get [0, 1, 1, 1, 01, an odd weight cycle, so we 
apply D-l to get the complete self-dual, self-reversing (4, lO)-cycle 
[O, 0, l,O, 1, 1, LO, 1901. 
This cycle has odd weight, so we apply D-l directly, and so on. Proposi- 
tions 3, 4, and 5 imply that we can continue this process, adding a one 
to the (n - I)-pattern of all ones for odd n before applying D-l to get 
(3,4), (4, lo), (5,20), (6,42),... cycles. Similarly, starting with the (2,4)- 
cycle [0, 1, 1,0], we can apply D-l, deleting a one from the n-pattern of 
all ones for even n, we can construct complete, self-dual, self-reversing 
(2,4), (3, 6), (4, 12), (5, 22) ,... cycles. 
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